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ABSTRACT

1

Blind or visually impaired (BVI) individuals often rely on alternative
text (alt-text) in order to understand an image; however, alt-text is
often missing or incomplete. Automatically-generated captions are
a more scalable alternative, but they are also often missing crucial
details, and, sometimes, are completely incorrect, which may still
be falsely trusted by BVI users. We hypothesize that additional
information could help BVI users better judge the correctness of an
auto-generated caption. To achieve this, we present Image Explorer,
a touch-based multi-layered image exploration system that enables
users to explore the spatial layout and information hierarchies in an
image. Image Explorer leverages several off-the-shelf deep learning
models to generate segmentation and labeling results for an image,
combines and filters the generated information, and presents the resulted information in hierarchical layers. In a pilot study with three
BVI users, participants used Image Explorer, Seeing AI, and Facebook to explore images with auto-generated captions of diverging
quality, and judge the correctness of the captions. Preliminary results show that participants made more accurate judgements about
the correctness of the captions when using Image Explorer, although
they were highly confident about their judgement regardless of
the tool used. Overall, Image Explorer is a novel touch exploration
system that makes images more accessible for BVI users by potentially encouraging skepticism and enabling users to independently
validate auto-generated captions.

Understanding images on the web can be a challenging task for blind
or visually impaired (BVI) individuals. These users often depend on
alternative text (also known as alt-text) [3] in order to understand
the content of an image. However, in part due to the rapid increase
in the quantity of user-uploaded content online, a growing number
of images are missing alt-text, leaving a large fraction of images
inaccessible [13]. While some platforms have provided users with
the option to add alt-text as they upload a photo, these options are
rarely used [5]. Additionally, even when some users provide their
own image alt-text, they may be of little use as user-written alttext is often low quality or missing important details [14]. Recent
work has instead turned to auto-generating image captions [15, 16]
with the goal of providing high quality alt-text at scale. Automated
systems have shown to greatly improve the coverage of alt-text
[6, 7], but the quality and accuracy of these captions still remain
questionable.
Even if some auto-generated captions are incorrect or misleading, without the means to verify correctness, BVI users place a
high degree of trust in them, especially if they do not have access
to additional information [10]. This prior work has also observed
that BVI users often attempt to resolve issues in captions by filling in details and developing their own descriptions that could fit
the scenario. One way to address this is to provide richer ways
to interact with an image beyond a single caption, so that users
can investigate the auto-generated captions for themselves after
gaining a better understanding of the image’s content and layout.
For instance, Morris et al. found that the following two approaches
are helpful in improving BVI people’s understanding of images: 1)
providing alt-text through multiple “layers”, where deeper layers
contain additional detail, and 2) supporting touch-based interaction
with images [12]. In this paper, we aim to combine these two approaches in a single system, and compare it against state-of-the-art
image exploration systems to understand if doing so will improve
BVI users’ abilities to identify errors in auto-generated captions
and give rise to scepticism towards these descriptions.
In order to improve image understanding and to further investigate how BVI users leverage additional information when interpreting auto-generated image captions, we present Image Explorer,
a touch-based image exploration system that divides image information into multiple layers to allow users to explore the spatial
layout and information hierarchies in an image. Image Explorer
relies on various deep learning models to gather a large quantity
of information about an image, and presents the collected information in two layers. First, the essential, high-level objects in the
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Figure 1: Image Explorer user interface. The first information layer shows primary objects in the image outlined with polygonal
boundaries. After double tapping on an object, users enter the second information layer, which shows rectangular bounding
boxes around various detailed sub-objects.
image are presented as polygonal boundaries, which can be explored by dragging a finger across the screen. Upon coming into
contact with an object’s boundaries, users can double-tap to enter
the second layer of the object, which consists of sub-objects, color,
written text on an object, or other details (shown in Figure 1). We
gathered early feedback regarding Image Explorer in a preliminary
pilot study, and use the results to reveal key directions for improvements and future work. Using Image Explorer, participants made
more accurate judgements about the correctness of auto-generated
image captions. Overall, Image Explorer is an important step towards encouraging skepticism in AI-generated captions, allowing
independent verification, and increasing image understanding.

2 IMAGE EXPLORER SYSTEM
Image Explorer is an image exploration system that uses touch and
multiple information layers to allow users to explore the content
of the image, their spatial relationships, and their hierarchy. It is
intended to supplement auto-generated natural language captions,
which often have errors; we instead focus on providing users with
a variety of raw information from off-the-shelf models so that they
can judge captions independently. Image Explorer was designed to
allow users to identify common errors in auto-generated captions,
including missing information, incorrect object labels, and incorrect
layout descriptions (examples are shown in Figure 2). It first collects
information from an image through a handful of deep learning
algorithms, aiming to reduce the probability of missing information.
It then separates this information into two presentation layers using
a set of criteria, allowing users to review details about an object and
correct mislabeling. Finally, it provides a touch interface supported
by audio feedback for accessing object information, allowing users
to explore the spatial relationships between objects.

2.1 Element Detection and Scene Hierarchy
Image Explorer leverages a variety of existing deep learning models to detect image content and create a scene hierarchy that can
later be explored by users. It focuses on extracting common image
elements: the location, boundaries, and descriptive labels of people and objects in an image, and transcriptions of printed text. To
accomplish this, we relied on a combination of Mask R-CNN [8],
DenseCap [9], and Google Cloud Vision’s Labels, Face, Text, and
Localized Object solutions [1]. Mask R-CNN was used to generate the first layer of information in the image. Compared to other

object recognition models, Mask R-CNN is unique in that it generates segmentation masks, which are polygon-shaped borders that
best fit elements of interest [8]. Because Image Explorer uses object boundaries to determine the scene hierarchy, tighter object
borders resulted in a more accurate representation than traditional
rectangular bounding boxes.
To create the second layer of information, Image Explorer relies
on DenseCap and Google Cloud Vision API to supplement the
information provided by Mask R-CNN. We leverage DenseCap
to generate more specific object descriptions (e.g., “front wheel”
and “back wheel” of a vehicle, identifying color of objects), setting
the confidence threshold to 75% to filter inaccurate labels. This
threshold was chosen empirically based on our observations of
performance, such that it removed many misleading labels while
still maintaining a sufficient amount of labels overall. Additionally,
we use Google Cloud Vision to perform more general object (e.g.,
face) and text detection and labeling.
Finally, to organize the first- and second-layer information into
a hierarchical structure, Image Explorer analyzes each second-layer
element (i.e., rectangular bounding box with text layer) to determine
which first-layer element, if any, it belongs to. We used the following
criteria: (1) the area of the second-layer element must be smaller
than that of the first-layer element, and (2) at least 75% of the second
layer element must overlap with the first layer element. Secondlayer elements were then paired with the first-layer element that
they overlapped with most. Additionally, any areas in both layers
less than 34 pixels by 34 pixels were omitted to remove elements
that were too small to touch.

2.2 Image Explorer User Interface
Image Explorer provides a touch interface for exploring the content
and hierarchy of an image that we extracted. An overview is shown
in Figure 1. When the user opens an image, Image Explorer first
vocalizes the number of elements available, and displays the firstlayer elements as polygonal boundaries overlaid onto the image
for users to explore. As users move their finger across an image,
they receive audio feedback: when not touching any element, a
background tone plays; when touching an element, its name is read
verbally (e.g., “bus”, “car”, “person”). If an element contains subelements, users are then verbally prompted to double tap for more
information (e.g., “bus, double tap to explore”). If the user chooses
to double tap on a first layer element, the system will display its
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Figure 2: Example images from Image Explorer’s pilot study highlighting common errors found in auto-generated image captions.
corresponding second layer elements, which the users can again
explore using touch. Users can exit the second layer at any time
by double tapping again anywhere on the screen. When the user
returns to the first layer, the system will again repeat the number of
elements that have yet to be explored, providing users an awareness
of their exploration progress.

3 PILOT STUDY
In order to gather early feedback about Image Explorer and to understand how BVI users judge caption accuracy, we ran a pilot study
with three blind iPhone users. We asked participants to use three
systems (Image Explorer, Facebook’s text-based ‘Detailed Image
Descriptions’ feature [4], and Seeing AI’s touch exploration feature
[11]) to obtain more information about an image and judge if there
was an error in a natural language caption generated by Microsoft
Cognitive Services [2]. For the purpose of the study, we generated
six pairs of images, each with one good caption (e.g. “a police officer
on a motorcycle”) and one bad caption (e.g. “probably calendar,” but
the image is a bag of cheese). The systems and image pairs were
counter-balanced, and each participant used all three systems for
at least one pair of images each. Participants were then asked to
rate (1) the accuracy of the caption and (2) their confidence in their
rating both before and after exploring the image with one of the
three system conditions. We also asked participants to rate each
system for its helpfulness and ease of use, and to rank the three
systems overall.
We observed that Image Explorer allowed users to make more
accurate judgements about the correctness of the auto-generated
captions than with the two other systems, both identifying errors
in captions and verifying correct captions more frequently. This
supports the prior work by Morris et al. [12]. All three participants
agreed that touch was useful in evaluating positions of objects
relative to each other. For instance, P2 explored an image of a cat
sitting on a table using Image Explorer (see Figure 2). P2 was able
to determine that the caption, “a cat sitting on a chair,” was incorrect because the cat was positioned above the table, and the
chairs were located to the right of the cat. Additionally, all three
participants expressed satisfaction towards the information layers
in Image Explorer as they provided much more information than the
other two systems and gave the participants an option to choose
whether to view the additional information or not. However, all
three participants found Facebook’s text-based system to be the easiest to use, and ultimately, they preferred to use Facebook over the

two touch-based systems. When using Seeing AI or Image Explorer,
participants often struggled to locate all of the elements dispersed
across the image. While touch shows great promise in providing
BVI users with more information about an image, which helps them
making more informed judgements about AI-generated captions,
better interaction and audio feedback design could increase its
usability, an important direction for future work.

4 CONCLUSION
In this work, we have presented Image Explorer, a system that supports BVI users to gain multi-layer image information through
touch. Our pilot results indicate the usefulness of touch and layers in increasing image understanding, and demonstrate that this
additional information could be useful in enabling BVI users to
assess errors in captions. In the future, we hope to continue to
improve the design of Image Explorer, and perform a larger study of
caption evaluation by BVI users. Future work could also investigate
how to better convey additional types of information, such as the
shape and size of objects. Overall, Image Explorer is a step towards
understanding the role that additional information plays in image
interpretation, and can be used to improve the design of future
image understanding systems.
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